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INTRODUCTION
Welcome

If you’ve opened this workbook, then you are most likely someone who is responsible for
merging two or more complex marketing technology stacks post-merger or acquisition, with
the goal of reducing costs and creating a single stack that is optimized for performance. Our
goal in publishing this workbook is to assist you in that process by sharing best practices
gleaned from marketing practitioners that have successfully accomplished this task and
insights from hundreds of stacks being managed on the CabinetM platform.

A Little Bit about Us

First and foremost, we are marketers, and more specifically, longtime high-tech startup
marketers. Over the course of our marketing careers we’ve worked for a number of
companies that have become very large corporations. We’ve seen it all, and between us have
dealt with more than 27 IPOs and acquisitions. We know first-hand the emotional and
practical challenges of integrating two different marketing groups and two sets of marketing
technology.

Starting CabinetM

When we first conceived of CabinetM, our initial goal was to make it easier for companies
to find new technology to test and try. In service to that goal, we’ve developed the
industry’s largest database of marketing and marketing-related technology. When we
started the company in 2014, common wisdom was that there were about 750 marketing
technology tools in the industry. Today our database has more than 10,000, and it
continues to grow.
As we began building CabinetM, it became clear that in addition to the challenge of finding
new technology, an even greater and growing challenge for marketing teams was managing
the technologies they had acquired and developed internally. With a technology landscape
of over 10,000 possible products to use, it’s not unusual for companies to be using more than
100 products at any given time as they work to acquire, retain, and engage customers. With
that many products in use, and a need to track a large number of details about each product,
spreadsheets just weren’t stacking up. Nowhere is the problem more acute or urgent than in
a merger and acquisition environment. As two companies come together, there is generally
a mandate to integrate marketing departments. Along with the organizational changes
comes the technical challenge of rationalizing two different marketing technology stacks to
produce one, cost-effective stack that serves the performance objectives of the newly
combined entity. This can be a daunting task at the best of times, but add the political and
emotional drama of determining who is responsible, and it can quickly become a highly
charged tug of war. We’ve found that in these situations the best approach is to acknowledge
that each team brings a set of core set of experiences and expertise to the table, to agree that
in rationalizing stacks every platform and product is up for review, and that any discussion
of the value of a platform is done in an objective manner. The goal is to look forward not
back.
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Today, sitting on top of our product and agency database is a sophisticated enterprise
platform designed to support collaboration around technology strategy, use, and
management. We make it simple to manage the process of stack rationalization.

A Promotional Tool for CabinetM?

In all honesty we think every marketer in the world should be a CabinetM user. We make it
easy to manage all the technology that you are using, testing, and retiring. We’re proud of
what we’ve built and believe we bring value to every marketing technology environment,
especially one where companies are managing their M&A rationalization. Having said that,
this workbook is not designed as a piece of sales collateral for us; our goal is to share best
practices in the hopes that you’ll find some insights that will help you in your stack journey.
We’ve used CabinetM imagery as supporting illustrations, but if you are comfortable with
your spreadsheets and they are working for you, or if you have a preferred collaboration
tool, feel free to adapt the lessons in this workbook to your own environment. If your tools
and spreadsheets don’t work for you, then please reach out to us. We’d love to talk to you
about how we can help you rationalize and manage your stacks. We’ve included a little
more information about the CabinetM platform at the end of this workbook.

Finally

Our plan is to keep updating this workbook as we learn more about how stacks are
evolving. If you have some best practices you’d like to share or have some topics you’d like
to see covered, please reach out to me directly at:
abrearton@cabinetm.com
Start stacking!
Anita and Sheryl
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PREPARATION
With any acquisition or merger there is an expectation that bringing two companies together
will strengthen the market position of both, increase revenue, and improve profits.
Departments are often integrated and restructured, and expenses are carefully evaluated to
see if there is an opportunity to support the combined entity more cost effectively.
Marketing is generally a key area of focus post-acquisition, particularly when the two
companies share a similar target market and customer persona. Unless the acquired
company has a mandate to operate independently, marketing departments are quickly
integrated, rationalized, and tasked with setting the marketing direction and vision for the
new expanded company. This activity includes a directive to develop a cohesive technology
strategy that will drive revenue and increase customer lifetime value (CLTV). The starting
point for developing a technology strategy is to rationalize all of the technology that is
currently in use by both companies to acquire, engage, and retain customers. With most
companies using 100+ pieces of technology, both acquired and internally developed, this can
be a challenging and time-consuming task.
During the period between announcing the merger or acquisition and the closing of the
transaction, there is a great deal of preliminary technology auditing work that can be done
by each company to prepare for the process of integrating two separate marketing
technology stacks. If you don’t already have a comprehensive list of all the technology that is
being tested, used, or has been retired, now’s the time to audit your technology and create
your baseline stack. If you do have a list of technology, it’s important to make sure that it is
complete and that you have enough information about each product to support a meaningful
discussion about its place and value in the marketing technology stack.

AN INITIAL TECHNOLOGY AUDIT
For this first exercise we recommend structuring your marketing technology stack by
product category with each layer assigned to a product category. This will make it easy to
align stacks side by side post-acquisition to see where redundancies exist. In a perfect world,
the heads of marketing operations for each company would agree on a product category list
to ensure that both companies are in sync right from the beginning.
As you embark on this initial audit, it’s important to identify every piece of technology that
is being used to acquire, engage, retain, and support customers; not just the big platforms
but all of the low-cost and free tools as well. It’s important to check in with sales, service and
engineering, as sometimes these tools will live outside the boundaries of marketing. It’s also
important to check-in with finance to make sure that credit cards aren’t being charged for
tools that no one is using, or that have been forgotten. As part of this process it is critical to
identify any homegrown technology being used as part of the marketing technology stack,
and in particular any code that has been written to integrate pieces of your stack. These
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internally developed products are frequently referred to as “dark tech,” because in many
cases, very few people know that they exist and far fewer, if any, are tracking them. Finally,
to ensure that you have a complete technology picture, if you are using agencies to
implement and manage technology for you, it is important to catalog those agencies and the
products that are being implemented on your behalf. Make sure that you know who is paying
for the product and understand the implications of severing your relationship with each
agency, should that become necessary. Note: This also applies to 3rd party data providers.
This forensic exercise might be painful initially but getting this done ahead of the acquisition
or merger closing will accelerate integration efforts later.
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Creating a complete picture
For this initial auditing exercise, we recommend collecting a basic set of information about
each tool or piece of technology to give you a starting point when it comes time to consider
rationalizing the layers of your stack.
Our recommendation:
Function
•

Use case—What functionality does this product provide?

Contract Details
•
•
•
•

Contract owner (who at your company “owns” this contract)
Contract start date
Contract end date
Auto-renewal date if applicable

•
•

Annual and monthly spend
Spend variables (what causes spend to increase?)

Spend

Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product owner
Product users
Version in use
Latest version
Integrations and method of integration
Does this product meet data compliance requirements?

Performance
•
•
•
•

Performance measurement—How is performance measured?
Performance assessment—How well is this product performing? I
recommend developing a scale or assessment process to create some
uniformity in rating products across the stack.
Any concerns or issues with the product and how it performs
Percent of functionality being used
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ELIMINATE YOUR ZOMBIE PRODUCTS
Before sharing your stack with others, you should eliminate any Zombie products. Zombie
products are subscription-based products that someone in the organization subscribed to
and is no longer using. Zombie products can contribute greatly to bloated technology
expenses. Digging up Zombie products can be challenging and may require working with
your accounting department to review pages of credit card data. One place to start is by using
BuiltWith (https://builtwith.com), they offer a free tool that will review your site and
attempt to identify the tools currently in use. Though not always 100% accurate— since
marketers are generally terrible about cleaning up code and tags on their sites when they
stop using a product—it’s a great starting point. Getting rid of all the products that aren’t
being used before starting to look at integrating stacks will simplify the integration process
when your respective companies come together.

CREATING A HIGH-PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY STACK
Frequently the first question marketing teams ask us is: “What tools should we be using in
our stack?” There’s no easy or formulaic answer to this question since marketing technology
stacks are like snowflakes—each one is different from the next, and with thousands of
products to choose from, there are millions of possible combinations. This is a particularly
complicated process when you are trying to integrate two very different stacks. Later in this
workbook we’ll revisit this question and provide some guidance on how to make the right
choices for your newly combined organization.
The key to success in building the optimal technology stack, and deciding which tools to use,
is to follow a methodical and disciplined process to building and managing your technology
stack. The first step in this process is to engage all of your stakeholders.
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IDENTIFY AND ENGAGE YOUR STAKEHOLDERS
Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.
- most often attributed to Henry Ford

Who in your organization is responsible for the marketing technology stack? Who has a
vested interest in the performance of the stack? And, who is likely to be a gatekeeper or have
a strong opinion about what you and your stack should do? These are your stack
stakeholders.
Stakeholder is an often-used word these days because it allows you to also acknowledge
individuals that are important to a process but aren’t necessarily active participants in the
day to day work of building and managing the stack. The word stakeholder often fills us with
dread as we frequently associate it with individuals who don’t actually contribute anything
to the process but excel at building roadblocks and saying no.
Managing a large set of stakeholders can be extremely challenging. When it comes to
technology stack management, strategy, and evolution, the secret to success lies in:
•

•

Clearly defining roles, responsibilities, and scope of decision-making for all
stakeholders. If you have a large technology stack and a lot of stakeholders it may
even make sense to assign responsibilities all the way down to the stack layer or
product category (we even have a colleague that assigns responsibility for all the
fields they use in their CRM).
Defining the process you will use for communicating and collaborating with all
stakeholders.

Addressing responsibilities upfront will help avoid roadblocks down the road and will create
a framework for bringing new stakeholders into the process and pushing (nicely)
stakeholders that are no longer relevant out of the process.
Some organizations centralize the management of the marketing technology stack. Others
allow for distributed purchasing with centralized oversight. There’s no right or wrong way
to manage your technology stack. We’ve seen multiple models work effectively: centralized,
mostly centralized, and decentralized. We’ve also seen companies that effectively leverage
their agencies to acquire and implement some components of their stack. The more
decentralized your process is however, the more stakeholders you are likely to have.
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Bringing together stakeholders from two companies post M&A can be particularly
challenging as the organization reshapes itself to absorb and integrate the acquired
company. For many stakeholders, their roles and authority may have changed and left them
on edge, insecure, and emotionally fraught (generally displayed as an offensive or defensive
posturing). As the leader of the integration process you have the additional challenge and
responsibility of calming everyone down and building a cohesive new team. Distributing
responsibilities, acknowledging, and leveraging the expertise of key stakeholders will go a
long way to making this happen.
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ESTABLISH YOUR OBJECTIVES
It isn’t unusual for organizations, in response to internal pressure, to jump right to “we need
an XYZ platform” instead of taking the time to establish marketing objectives and technology
requirements. Unfortunately, skipping this step generally leads to a bloated technology stack
with overlapping functionality, poor utilization of the platforms in place, and increased cost.
As you begin to think about your stack strategy and plan, start by identifying the business
and marketing objectives you are trying to achieve, and then define and map the marketing
functions that will need to be supported by technology for each objective.
A Simplistic Example:
Business objective: Increase Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV)
Customer Lifetime Value is the profit contribution that each customer provides over the time
that they are purchasing from your business. Some of the ways that Customer Lifetime Value
can be increased are:
•
•
•
•

Increasing the average order value
Increasing the frequency of purchases the customer makes during their “lifetime”
with your company
Decreasing the cost of the product
Decreasing the costs to acquire and engage the customer

Marketing objective: Increase purchase frequency
As noted above, increasing purchasing frequency is one way to achieve the goal of increasing
CLTV. There are many programs that can be leveraged to increase the frequency of repeat
purchases including:
•
•
•
•

If your product is a consumable, launching a marketing program that recommends
additional ways to use your product to increase product demand
Offering a subscription-based approach to purchasing your product
Introducing promotional offers to encourage additional purchasing
Launching a loyalty program that rewards repeat purchases

Marketing function: Introduce and run a company loyalty program
Technology required to launch and manage a loyalty program. Technology is needed
to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Track purchases
Allocate loyalty points
Promote the loyalty program to customer
Manage customer sign-ups for the loyalty program
Convert points into loyalty rewards
Track points and reward redemptions
Measure the success of the loyalty program

With your marketing functions defined, and high-level technology requirements defined,
you have a framework that can be used to match existing tools to marketing objectives and
help identify tool requirements and the teams responsible for evaluating tool options. The
loyalty program is a simple example as it is likely that one tool will be able to address all
requirements. Other functions may need a suite of technology to meet their objectives.
Generating an objective-driven technology requirements framework adds value throughout
the many stages of auditing, building, and maintaining a marketing technology stack. Having
a framework makes it easier to identify which existing tools support current objectives and
to pinpoint functions and requirements that are not currently supported. Following this
methodology also helps identify redundant platforms as you’ll quickly be able to see where
you have multiple platforms supporting the same technology requirement.
With your framework in hand, as you drill down to identify the specific technology
requirements needed to serve each business function, it’s important not to jump straight to
defining a platform requirement, e.g., “I need a CRM system,” We naturally do this because it
feels concrete. If you approach your requirements this way you run the risk of narrowing
down your product selection too quickly by biasing you to one type of tool, when in fact a
different type of tool may be able to deliver more functionality. Make sure that you collect a
complete set of requirements and only then, identify the various types of platforms that
could address those requirements.
For the most part, the objective setting exercise is the same in a standalone company and a
newly merged company. However, it may potentially differ if the plan is for the acquired
company to operate independently which can sometimes be the case when there isn’t close
synergy between product lines or customer demographic. In these environments, the
objective setting process should happen for each entity in parallel, with information shared
between organizations at the end of the exercise. Even if stacks are not going to be fully
integrated, there may be overlapping objectives and requirements that can be served by a
shared platform purchase or by negotiating preferred pricing for two separate platforms.
Two important things to consider as you continue to build-out your technology
requirements framework:
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1. Ask yourself: “How well does the company need to perform each function?” Do you
need to perform at a “world-class” level in every function, or in just a few? There is
always more work to do than time or resources allow. This relatively simple exercise
will help with the prioritization of work and tool investments and will help you avoid
buying that super expensive piece of technology with more “bells and whistles” than
you’ll ever use.
2. When you define the technical requirements needed to support each function, it is
important to identify the data that will be needed, where it will come from, and what
processing will need to be done in order for it to deliver the desired results. Skipping
this step can lead to disappointing performance or no performance at all. We’ve lost
track of the number of times marketers have told us that they implemented a new
platform and only afterward did they realize it didn’t integrate with the other
technology they had in place. We once had a conversation with a CMO who told us that
he managed to render both his company’s CRM and Marketing Automation Platform
useless at the same time, but that’s story for another day.
Having a well-defined requirements framework will make it much easier to assess your
existing marketing technology stack and to determine what else is needed to complete it. As
tempting as it might be, don’t skip this vital planning step.
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DEFINE YOUR STACK STRUCTURE
The next step in working towards rationalizing and optimizing your marketing technology
stack is to define your stack structure. This has three components:
1. Your stack mechanics (how you will physically track and manage your stack)
2. Your stack architecture (the number of stacks you need and their relationship
to one another)
3. Your stack detail (the layers inside your stacks)
It’s important to note that there is no right or wrong way to do the above; all that is required
is that you create a format, architecture, and the stack detail you need to align, track, and
manage the technology you are implementing to achieve the objectives you have identified.

Stack Mechanics

There are a number of ways to physically track and manage your marketing technology
stack. Most companies begin with a spreadsheet, which is a good starting place and may be
all that you need if you are using 30 products or fewer. If you have already begun the process
of creating spreadsheets to keep track of the Data Privacy Agreements in place with each of
your data partners in support of GDPR requirements, you can expand this to cover additional
products and attributes. Once the number of products in the stack starts to grow, however,
and the number of attributes tracked for each product increases, spreadsheets will start to
become unwieldy. Some companies have gone so far as to build their own internal microsites to track technology.
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PROMOTIONAL ALERT! We, of course, believe that CabinetM is the ideal platform for
tracking and managing your marketing technology stack. We have a scalable system (free to
paid) to support all user types. We even have a specific offering for those working in a M&A
environment.
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Stack Architecture
Now that you know how you are going to track the components of your stack(s), what are
you actually going to track?
Are you just going to track products in use, or are you also going to track products being
evaluated and tested, rejected and retired? Note: we recommend that you track all of this.
By tracking what you are evaluating and testing, you will avoid multiple departments
duplicating work. By tracking products that have been rejected or retired, you will avoid
resurrecting products that have already been rejected when you evaluate products in the
same category.
Are you going to create a single stack to track everything or a stack for each team,
department, or geographical region? Most often, we see organizations start with three
stacks:
1. Products in use
2. Products in test
3. Products that have been retired (which we fondly refer to as the “trash stack”)
In an M&A environment, unless the two companies are going to remain independent and
manage their own stacks, we recommend keeping it simple and starting with the three stacks
above. You can always introduce additional complexity later.
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Stack Layers

The most common approaches to defining stack layers are by:
•
•
•
•

Product category
The steps in the sales and marketing funnel
Buyer journey
Product lifecycle (Evaluate, Test, In Use, Retire). This approach generally
only works for small stacks or bounded projects. We see this approach most
often when someone is trying to capture a full lifecycle picture for a specific
category.

Though structuring by product category is the most common approach, any approach that
aligns with how you think about tracking technology will work. What’s important in an M&A
environment is that if you create one integrated stack, you all agree on the approach. If you
are building two independent stacks, adopting a common structure for each will make it
easier to compare layers, products, and learn from each other.
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STACK INTEGRATION
With your stack structure and layers defined, you are now in a position to begin the process
of stack integration. Each company should add the products and information that were
collected via your initial audit into the new stack framework to produce one large stack.
Assuming that Zombie products were eliminated during the initial audit, the next step is to
begin rationalizing the stack.
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STACK STRATEGY AND PLAN
Sometimes the task of building or rationalizing a stack can seem overwhelming, particularly
in environments where two companies have merged and are trying to create an optimal
stack to support everyone. It’s important to approach this task pragmatically:
1. Outline the data strategy and architecture required to support your business
and marketing objectives
2. Identify and rationalize your anchor platforms
3. Work layer by layer to rationalize and optimize your technology stack
4. Identify technology gaps, generate requirements, and establish priorities
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Data Architecture
The foundation for a high-performance marketing technology stack is having a wellthought-out data strategy and acquiring the right set of anchor platforms (those products
that sit at the core of the stack, that drive campaigns, programs, and customer engagement
and that house all customer data). Your data strategy should ensure that data is acquired,
complete, cleansed, and normalized to your company’s specifications, and is leveraged
properly across the organization and stack.
Just like virtually everything else related to marketing technology, there is no right or wrong
data strategy, only the right or wrong strategy for your organization.
Data strategy is likely to be driven by a number of factors—philosophical beliefs about data
organization and management; systems and capabilities already in place; internal
technology expertise; data reach (are you working in a silo or across the organization); and
budget limitations.
The four things to consider in defining your data strategy are:
•
•
•
•

Data architecture and synchronization
Data integrity and completeness
Data compliance
Data flow

Over the last few years there has been a lot of discussion about creating a centralized single
source of truth for customer data, which has driven the development of Customer Data
Platforms (CDPs). The idea behind a CDP is that customer data is fed into a single database
by marketing, sales, services, and business systems, where it is cleansed, appended with 2nd
and 3rd party data, stored, and then fed back to each system as a complete data record or
personalized content as required. Advocates for this centralized approach believe it is the
simplest way to manage data compliance requirements and to ensure that everyone is
working with the same set of data. Over the last year, we’ve seen the CDP category gain
momentum.
Another approach is to pick a single system of record (usually a sales automation or
marketing automation solution), keep that pristine, and then leverage a data
management/orchestration platform to synchronize data among your other systems.
In this scenario, the data orchestration platform cleans, normalizes, appends and deduplicates records from multiple systems but does not serve as a data warehouse itself. All
data resides in the separate platforms and passes through the orchestration platform to
ensure data integrity and completeness. This approach may be simpler than introducing an
additional database into your stack.
And, of course, there’s always the hybrid approach, which leverages a centralized platform
within an organization (e.g., marketing) and then uses a data orchestration platform to
synchronize data between organizations.
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In an M&A environment, coming to an agreement on data architecture is the first major step
towards integrating your marketing technology stacks.
A note about data: with the introduction of new privacy laws and, in particular, General Data
Protection Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) which makes companies responsible for the
compliance of their data supply chain, it’s essential to understand how each technology
vendor and data supplier handles customer data and complies with regulatory
requirements. This is something that should be tracked within the marketing tech stack. As
you begin to rationalize your stack, you should flag any product vendors or data suppliers
from whom you need data compliance statements.
Once your data architecture is in place, the next step is to look at data flow. Start with a
generic approach – in a perfect world how would data flow between stack layers and
platforms? Documenting the desired flow will help you in evaluating the key platforms in
your stack.
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Anchor Platforms
At the core of every marketing stack is a suite of anchor platforms (sometimes referred to as
systems of record) that are essential to your marketing and sales activities, and that provide
the foundation for the rest of your marketing technology stack. These platforms are generally
integrated with other elements of your stack.
Typically, these would include your:
Data warehouse/data management system/CDP
Primary analytics and measurement platforms
CRM system
Marketing automation platform
Digital Asset Management (DAM) system
eCommerce platform (if relevant)
These platforms generally require a significant financial and training investment.
Determining which set of anchor platforms is the right choice for your integrated stack is
most likely to be the most challenging part of your integration process as it is likely that both
companies will have already made large investments in these categories and may have a
strong attachment to one or more products in each category.
Using your data architecture and flow requirements as a backdrop, start with any duplicate
platforms. Are both of you using the same marketing automation platform for example?
Assess whether those platforms:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Address marketing objective-driven technology requirements
Are evolving in lock step with your collective requirements
Align with your data requirements
Are meeting performance expectations (note: this may end up being a function of
how much of the platform capabilities you are using)
Are cost-effective
Integrate well with other anchor platforms

If the answer is yes, then all that is needed for those products is to eliminate the duplication
and to migrate users onto one platform. If the answer is no, this creates an opportunity to
acquire a new, more appropriate platform when your contract for the existing one expires.
It gets more complicated when each company is using a different vendor in an anchor
category. In this case, a decision will have to be made to select one, continue to use both
(PLEASE NO, just NO!), or find a new alternative. This is when the technology requirements
that you defined up front to support key marketing objectives are particularly useful. They
take bias and ownership out of the decision. Assuming each platform measures up on the
other platform requirements above, each platform should be assessed against its ability to
meet the technology requirements that have been specified.
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Rationalizing Your Layers
With a clear data strategy and plan, and clarity around your anchor platforms, you should
now move on to looking at the rest of your technology stack.
In an M&A environment there is a strong possibility that you will have redundant products
in every layer. The best approach to rationalizing these is to prioritize which layers you’ll
tackle first, and then work them layer by layer.
To start, eliminate any remaining Zombie products. If you are trapped due to an autorenewal clause with no immediate cancellation possible, make sure that you highlight the
next auto-renewal date to ensure that you don’t miss your next chance to cancel the
subscription. Note: In our experience, we’ve found that many companies will allow you to
cancel your subscription despite auto-renewal and non-cancellation clauses, so it’s worth
reaching out to ask.
This is the time to revisit the requirements framework that you and your stakeholders
created for your marketing technology stack and the product attributes that you collected
for each product.
For each product in your stack—both acquired and internally developed— review the
following information that you’ve collected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which marketing function or functions from your list does this product
support?
How well is the product performing its current function?
How is performance trending?
Are there any concerns or issues with the product?
Are there adjustments that should be made to improve performance?
What percentage of existing product functionality is being used?
Does this product meet data compliance requirements?
Has this product been assessed for data security risks?
How well does this product integrate with the other elements of your stack?

In addition, you should now also consider:
•
•

•
•
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How well the product aligns with your company’s data strategy
Whether the product could perform any of the new functions that are
required in the stack. In a marketing technology stack, less is always more.
The more you can do with each product you have, the less complicated the
stack becomes over time.
The anticipated impact of additional product training on platform
utilization.
The relative importance of this product: A simple 1-to-3 scale will help
prioritize efforts when it comes time to consider replacing, retiring, or
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investing in additional product training.
With all this information in hand, you are now in a position to determine for each product
whether to keep it in the stack, retire it, or consider it for replacement.
As part of this exercise, identify redundant products. Email seems to be a common category
for redundant products, and while there might be a reason to have more than one email
platform, you need to consider whether you really need three, four, or even five different
platforms. Compare these products alongside each other, and against your functional
requirements, to see if there is an opportunity to reduce the number of platforms. Make sure
that as you work through this exercise, you take into account both existing functional
requirements as well as anticipated future requirements, to ensure that if you do reduce the
number of redundant platforms, you are as farsighted as possible in your decision-making.
The last and hardest part of this exercise is to identify and rationalize platform redundancies
that exist between product categories. It’s not unusual to have different types of platforms
performing the same functions, or a platform that is being used for one function that is
capable of being used for an additional set of functions. We see functional overlap most often
in Email, Marketing Automation, CRM, and Account Based Marketing (ABM). As you
rationalize your stack it’s important to look at how tools are being used and what they are
capable of; you may be able to save significant money by eliminating functional
redundancies.
For products that you intend to keep, identify contract duplications within each company
and between companies. We often see multiple departments using the same products with
each department establishing their own contract with the vendor. There’s money to be saved
in consolidating contracts! For some reason, marketing automation seems to be a category
in which this issue frequently exists. We’ve seen companies unearth more than five active
contracts for the exact same marketing automation platform.
A few notes:
•

•
•
•
•

For products you keep that you believe might support additional
functionality, reach out to your vendors and ask them to discuss their product
roadmaps. As noted earlier, not only could there be plans to introduce the
functionality that you need, but you might also be able to influence the
direction of the roadmap in order to acquire that functionality.
If feature utilization is poor for products that you are keeping, consider
allocating time and budget to additional training.
For products that you are planning to retire, make sure that you are tracking
contract end dates and can plan accordingly.
For products that you are considering replacing due to poor performance or
general dissatisfaction, it’s important to give yourself the appropriate
amount of time to find and evaluate potential replacements.
Finally, when reviewing internally developed technology, it’s important to
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understand why it was developed in the first place. If it was originally
developed because there was no available off-the-shelf product, but now
there is, it might be time to consider retiring your internally developed
equivalent (unless, of course, you are happy with its performance and you
have the resources to continue to support the product).
Note: As you work through the rationalization exercise and spend time talking with the users
of various products, you are likely to identify additional functional requirements to add to
your overall list of technology requirements. It’s important to keep building, refining, and
revising the list as you work through this process.
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FILLING YOUR TECHNOLOGY GAPS
With a clean stack in hand, you are now ready to fill in the blank spaces.

Process

In the same way it is important to have a process for constructing, auditing, and rationalizing
your marketing stack, it is important to have a process for adding new products to the stack.
Without a well-defined process, you run the risk of wasting time as multiple departments
evaluate the same product, or as one team evaluates and qualifies a product, only to see their
purchasing process stalled because another team identifies the need for something similar
and wants to have their specific requirements incorporated into the work the initial team is
doing.
A note: Increasingly, we are seeing companies consider Build vs. Buy when it comes to new
marketing technology. This is either because they can’t find a tool to meet their
requirements, commercially available tools are too expensive, or more commonly because
they perceive that they can achieve a competitive advantage by building their own platform.
While each company needs to define a process that aligns with their own business
operations, there are some best practices to consider:
•
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Make your stack visible as the single source of truth about marketing
technology for your organization. Before anyone starts the process of looking
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for a new product, they should first see if products already in use could
address
their
functional
requirements.
•

Identify all the stakeholders in the organization that are engaged in the
development of product requirements, discovery, evaluation, approval, and
implementation. Work together to define an efficient workflow for your
company’s sourcing and approval process.

•

As you develop your own company’s workflow, we recommend that the
process be defined in a way to accommodate different levels of product
commitment. Evaluating and approving an anchor platform should follow a
different process than evaluating a simple, non-integrated tool for a single
function.

•

Regardless of whether your organization has a centralized or a distributed
purchasing process, it’s helpful to have an individual or team who have
centralized oversight of what is happening across the organization, so that
requirements and activities can be coordinated across multiple teams.
Increasingly, we see marketing operations departments taking on this role.

•

As part of the vendor selection process it is important to assess whether the
tool’s value will outweigh its total implementation and support costs (license,
people, process).
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Discovery

According to Conductor,1 80% of marketing executives added one to five new pieces of
technology into their stack during 2017. Walker Sands’2 survey of marketers found that 27%
of enterprises add technology once a year and 26% add technology every six months. Making
a commitment to purchase a new marketing technology platform is often a daunting
challenge and frequently accompanied by a great deal of stress.
First, you have to determine what type of tool you need, and then you have to create a list of
products to assess. With a list in hand you can narrow your options through a feature
comparison and road-map assessment. Believe it or not, that’s the easy part. There are many
resources to use to support the front end of the acquisition process. Use CabinetM to find the
right product category, build your product list, and manage your evaluation process. Then
leverage technology review sites (G2 Crowd, Trust Radius, and GetApp) and reports from
category experts and industry analysts (Forrester/ Sirius Decisions, Gartner, The Real Story
Group) to help narrow your list. If you have the budget, you can even hire a consultant or one
of the advisory firms to assist you in the search and qualification process.
A note about reviews: While reviews can be very helpful in narrowing down a list of
products in a category, in most circumstances they should be considered as just one of many
data points when evaluating a product for a number of reasons.
•

•

In marketing, the assessment of how a product performs is impacted by the products
that surround it, how it is integrated with those products, the quality of the campaigns
running through the product, as well as by the technical expertise of the team
members using the product. We’ve had many marketing leaders tell us that reviews
are a good starting point for narrowing down a list of possible vendors, but unless a
reviewer is operating in a virtually identical environment, it’s difficult to draw enough
conclusions to actually make a product decision.
Many of the review sites incent users to write reviews on behalf of their vendor
clients. The result of this is that you are most likely to read about all the good things
a product does and little about its weaknesses. This doesn’t negate the value of the
review, it is always useful to hear what users like about a product.

Leveraging Your Peer Network

The tough part of the product discovery process comes in trying to make a decision among
your three finalists—the more expensive and complex the platform, the tougher the decision.
You conceivably could be making a decision that commits you to a vendor and technology
strategy for the next three to five years. we have spoken to a lot of marketers who have been
in this position, and without exception, all have mentioned that reaching out to their peers
for input was beneficial to the decision-making process and to the alleviation of stress
around making the final decision. Even with so much information available online and so
many experts to reach out to, there is nothing quite like the honest opinion from a trusted
1
2

https://www.conductor.com/learning-center/marketing-and-technology-study-2018/
https://www.walkersands.com/resources/state-of-martech-2018/
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colleague who has walked down the road ahead of you.

Testing and Implementation

Evaluating new products can range from taking advantage of a free trial to specifying custom
development and integration. Regardless of how simple or complex the exercise is, you need
a well-thought-out process and agreed upon test plan to ensure that whatever product is
being implemented actually supports the functions it is being purchased for. Not every
vendor provides the option to test a product prior to purchase. If you don’t have this option,
it is critically important for you to have a list of agreed upon acceptance criteria that, if not
met, provide you with the justification to discontinue product use and payment. One way to
improve the evaluation process when you can’t physically test the product is to ask for a local
reference. Then, if it’s a major purchase, visit that client and see how they are using the
product.

Leveraging the Expertise of Your Anchor Vendors
Once upon a time, before the introduction of structured inside-sales processes, it was easy
to reach out to vendors to ask product questions and connect with a knowledgeable human
being. Today, any attempt to do that will pull you into a vendor’s sales funnel, and before you
know it, a BDR (business development representative) will be calling to qualify you as a
prospective customer. To avoid that scenario, we marketers try to discover answers in other
ways, which frequently becomes an exercise in trying to locate a needle in a haystack. We
find ourselves digging through pages of community-generated commentary as we attempt
to learn the answer to a specific question.
Back in the “good ole days” we viewed our vendors as strategic partners. We relied on them
to keep us abreast of marketing trends and to share lessons learned from experience across
their client-base. While it may not be possible to do that anymore because of the issues
identified above, it is possible to develop that kind of relationship with an anchor platform
vendor, and we would go so far as to say this should be an imperative.
You are spending a significant amount of money with each of your anchor platform vendors.
It is not unreasonable to expect them to provide additional value-added services without
turning every conversation into a sales call. As you work on your technology strategy, you
should ask your vendors to provide their insights into what other companies like yours are
considering and doing with their marketing technology stacks. Chances are, they have
insights that go beyond the role and direction of their own products. They’ve also got a front
row seat when it comes to seeing potential integration and performance issues as new
products are introduced into the stack.
As marketers, we are easily attracted to the latest marketing jargon and to promises of the
latest innovation in marketing technology. Sometimes we get so enamored with the
invention of a new product category and the brilliant marketing behind it that we become
convinced we have to buy a new product or platform, even if we are not entirely sure why
we need it or how we’ll use it. Your anchor platform vendors can often provide a sanity check
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when it comes to new technology and can help you assess where, if anywhere, it might add
value in your stack.
For those shiny new things that make sense for your business, the first step in your
evaluation process should be to assess what your anchor platform vendor has planned in
that area. It may be that your needs can be satisfied by the vendors and platforms you already
have in place, and the same holds true for any new functionality that you may need in your
stack. By keeping track of your anchor platform vendors’ roadmaps, you may be able to save
money, time, and integration headaches that come with the sourcing of new platforms.
We recommend that as part of your vendor contract negotiation process, you request that
vendors share their roadmaps with you on a quarterly basis and assign a point of contact
that you can leverage for advice and information as you evolve your stack. It is in the best
interest of your anchor platform vendors to keep you close, to ensure that you continue to
leverage more and more of their functionality and to make it increasingly unlikely that they
will be displaced.
Another key advantage to staying close to your anchor platform vendors is that it gives you
an opportunity to provide input and to influence their roadmap direction. At CabinetM we
love nothing more than knowing that we are developing the features that our users want.

Vendors as Consultants

For many vendors, integrating into an existing technology environment is an essential
operational requirement. Increasingly these vendors are asking for a list of the marketing
technology stack components prior to generating a proposal and implementation
recommendations, and they are learning a lot about stack architecture and implementation
along the way. Some of these vendors are now beginning to offer stack audit and
recommendation services and are willing to work with prospective customers to map their
stack environments. However, if you engage them for these services, be sure to ask if they
are compensated for recommending certain vendors. Some vendors earn commissions on
the sale of products on their exchanges, and this can bias their recommendations. If you need
help with stack development or just with identifying all the tools in use across your
organization, have a conversation with your vendors. You might find that they have a
professional services team ready to step in and assist.

Leveraging Agency and Consulting Partners

The agency and consulting worlds have rapidly evolved over the last three years, deepening
their technology expertise and offering new stack strategy services. Today there are many
options for companies needing general or very specific stack strategy assistance.
Strategy, technology, and management consulting firms are now providing marketing
technology services that range from strategy to implementation and management. In many
cases, these firms are leveraging their IT expertise and experience to deliver a suite of
complementary marketing services.
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Large marketing agencies that have historically focused on digital media are extending their
services to include stack strategy and construction. Agencies heading in this direction are
typically taking one of two approaches to getting their arms around the marketing
technology landscape; they are either establishing key partnerships with one or two vendors
in each category and then developing deep expertise in those platforms, or they are staying
vendor agnostic and knitting together a network of category experts whom they can call on
to support specific client needs. Both approaches have merit.
Once your stack framework is in place, category/functional specialists and agencies can
deliver exceptional value if you know what type of technology you need. You can find experts
in virtually every technology category. Agencies that are category/functional experts (e.g.,
SEO, digital advertising) will in many instances source, deploy, and then manage technology
on their client’s behalf. This is particularly helpful in resource- or expertise-constrained
environments.
Some of the most interesting agencies are those that were created by founders with deep
expertise in one or more anchor technology platforms (e.g., Salesforce, Marketo, and Eloqua),
who built their businesses leveraging that core expertise. If you already have your anchor
platforms or know which platforms you plan to implement, these agencies can deliver
tremendous operational assistance; they can help with platform integrations, and drive a
sensible expansion strategy to make sure that all the pieces in your stack work well together
if you don’t have the resources in-house. As a side note: if you are an organization that is fully
dependent on a single internal person to run your anchor marketing platform, we would
recommend having one of these agencies on speed dial in the unlikely event that your
internal person decides to move on.
There is no right or wrong way to leverage consulting talent. You could choose a single firm
to drive everything; you could hire a consultant to be the person who pulls multiple external
resources together; or you can serve as the strategist who reaches out to specialists and
agencies as needed.
Regardless of the strategy you employ, there are a few things to consider in selecting the
right partners, beyond budget, basic capabilities, and cultural fit:
•

•

•

Do your potential partners have a bias toward a specific product or suite of
products? If so, this is not necessarily a bad thing, and could actually be a good
thing. But, if they have a bias, you need to understand whether that bias
makes sense in your environment.
Do they bring practitioner expertise to the table? In working with someone
to help evaluate and decide on a core anchor platform, we would make sure
that they had deep practioner expertise in the product category or could
deliver reference companies that are able to provide insight into the
complexity of installation, use, and the ease of integration.
What are the boundaries of their expertise? You need to know upfront how
they augment your capabilities or where they might need to bring in
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additional external resources.
What is the process they employ to stay on top of the latest technology trends
and innovation? You need to make sure that your strategy won’t ultimately
be limited by their lack of knowledge.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SKILL ALIGNMENT
Tools are just one element in successfully supporting business requirements. People and
process are just as important, and there is a need to assess accordingly. Is staffing
appropriate, and is the team properly trained? Are your business processes sound? Tools are
sometimes blamed when the root cause is training or broken processes.
As part of the planning and budgeting process, it is critical to align skills with programs and
technology requirements. We recommend that organizations profile their internal skill
proficiency by asking each member of the marketing team to document their product
knowledge and depth of expertise. With this in place it becomes easy to:
•
•
•

Identify and rectify potential issues that may arise due to having a single
qualified technology operator for a key platform.
Frame a training plan and identify goals for each member of the team and for
each department
Identify the important technology skills to advance your technology strategy

It takes time to maintain a skill inventory, but it is well worth the effort and will ultimately
eliminate the frightening moment when you have to deal with the resignation of the one
employee who knows how to use your marketing automation platform. In mapping and
managing your organization’s skill profile, don’t forget potential agency/service provider
partners. There are numerous, cost-effective specialist agencies that can provide missing
skills, or act as a backup, in the event that you don’t have a redundant skill set for a complex
system.
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Stack Management
Audiences are becoming increasingly fragmented, harder to reach, and harder to satisfy. To
achieve business objectives and revenue success requires finding new ways and new places
to meet and engage with prospects, and a focus on continually enhancing the customer
experience. By default, this also requires staying on top of the latest advances in marketing
technology and incorporating new, relevant technology into the stack. Marketing technology
stacks never remain static; they must evolve as the business evolves.
In its State of Marketing Technology 2018 , Walker Sands found that a third of marketing
organizations are using a formal methodology to conduct enterprise-wide technology
assessments and that an additional 37% of organizations are working to create one. The
same study saw that a quarter of enterprise organizations review their marketing technology
stacks annually, and another quarter review them every six months.
Don’t let the effort you’ve put into place to audit, rationalize, and refine your marketing
technology stack go to waste. Instead, establish a process for stack maintenance and
evolution. For some companies this may be a continual exercise, and for others, a quarterly
exercise. Define a process that works for you.
With the evolution of marketing technology over the last 10 years, marketing functions are
more measurable than ever. Having proper measures in place for all significant tools in a
stack creates accountability, both internally and externally. As part of the stack management
process, it is important to conduct a vendor review and look carefully at each tool on a
regular basis (quarterly, semi-annually, or annually) to ensure that the tool is delivering the
value expected, to compare internal performance to industry standards, and to review new
features that may be of value. Our colleague, Jeff Harvey, of Red Wing Shoes, recommends
ongoing experimentation with tools in place to ensure that they are meeting expectations.
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ONE FINAL CABINETM PROMO
At CabinetM we make it easy to integrate your marketing technology stacks, and control your
marketing technology environment.
With our Enterprise subscription, you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborate across your newly combined organization and with your
strategic partners; on technology discovery, evaluation, and management
Track and manage technology you’ve acquired and built internally
Manage all your marketing technology contracts—eliminating the surprise of
auto-renewals
Track the agency partners whom you work with
Ensure that your marketing technology stack is visible to all stakeholders in
the organization
Track the technology skills of your marketing team
Search for new products within the industry’s largest database of marketing
technology products—10,000 and counting
Create the reports that you need to keep everyone informed

For those wanting to get a jump start of stack integration following and merger or acquisition
announcement, we have a specialized offering which enables you to set up a temporary
Enterprise account for the company you are acquiring so that they can map their stack during
the period between announcement and close.
Marketing operations teams using the CabinetM platform improve marketing performance,
reduce technology expenses, save time, and sleep much better at night!
Give us a try with a 30-day free trial. Twenty minutes of onboarding and you’ll be up and
running. TEXT: enterprisetrial to 44222 or email eross@cabinetm.com to get started.
Note: If you are an individual contributor and would like to track the technology you are
using and your own technology skills, sign up for a free account and get stacking!
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